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I. Confidentiality and Informed Consent
Although psychiatrists have an ethical obligation to preserve the confidences of their patients, there are circumstances under which confidentiality may be breached such as danger to self and others, child abuse, etc. During the initial clinical evaluation, the psychiatrist should clarify the general limits of confidentiality. If the psychiatrist knows, or has reason to suspect, or intends to inquire about the patient's HIV-status or risk behaviors, the psychiatrist should advise the patient of the specific limits of confidentiality with respect to HIV disease as described below.

II. Protection of Persons Currently at Risk
All patients engaging in risk behavior should be encouraged to change such behavior, and the issue of HIV testing should be explored. In addition, the potential risk to others should be discussed.

In situations where a psychiatrist has received convincing clinical information that the patient is infected with HIV and is engaging in behavior that places others at risk of infection, the psychiatrist should seek the patient's agreement either to cease that behavior or to inform the individual(s). In some circumstances, the psychiatrist may be able to help a reluctant patient make such a notification. Alternatively, patients may prefer that the psychiatrist, another clinician, or public health authorities make such notification.

If a patient refuses to change behavior placing others at risk for HIV infection, or to inform individual(s) at ongoing risk, or if the psychiatrist has good reason to believe that the patient has failed to or is unable to cease such behaviors or to inform those at risk, it is ethically permissible for the psychiatrist to notify identifiable individuals at risk or to arrange for public health authorities to do so. Any breach of confidentiality should be undertaken only after all other efforts to work with the patient have failed. Before deciding to inform third parties, the psychiatrist should consider the potential profound impact of such notification and the problems it may generate.

In certain circumstances a patient’s behavior may constitute a risk to unidentifiable person(s). In these situations it is ethically permissible to notify public health authorities. Alternatively, if the psychiatrist believes that the patient's dangerous behavior is a result of mental illness which can be treated by hospitalization, it is ethically permissible to commit the patient to an inpatient unit or other appropriate facility for treatment. Commitment should be used only in the event that hospitalization is deemed therapeutic and should not be used as a form of quarantine. Psychiatrists should recognize that in some circumstances their available choices may not be adequate to assure the safety of unidentifiable others.

III. Notification of Previous Contacts
In situations where third parties are no longer at ongoing risk of infection, they may benefit from knowledge of past exposure. The advantage of detecting HIV infection before the onset of clinical symptoms is now dramatically clear. Psychiatrists should encourage HIV-infected patients to personally inform past contacts or have public health authorities do so. In situations where the patient objects to informing contacts despite efforts to persuade the patient, or the patient is unable to do so (e.g., because of dementia), it is ethically permissible for the psychiatrist to contact public health authorities.